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Certain Improvements in Alzheimer Disease
Classification using Novel Fuzzy c Means
Clustering for Image Segmentation
K.P. Kaliyamurthie, G.Michael, C.Anuratha, B.Sundaraj

Abstract: The Medical images are the diagnostic evidence that
ensures information on the anatomical pathology. In the field of
medical imaging, the automatic classification and its retrieval
can insert in a new radiograph inside the current archive without
manual interaction and also can search for specific diagnoses
based on the image input. The image retrieval brings down the
cost of medical care to a great extent as the clinical decision of
the physician is faster because the anatomical features and also
the pathologic appearance is compared to that of an image
database . Dementia is a neurological condition that describes
the problems with memory as well as thinking. It denotes the
progressive deterioration of thoughts and interferes severely with
the social, the occupational as well as the intellectual
functioning. Dementia is because of a brain disease and not
because of ageing. Most of the people go through a memory loss
that is linked to ageing but it does not affect the daily functions
and is not connected to dementia.
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 Evaluation of the performance of the bagging and boosting
classifiers to classify the MRI images as normal and
anomalousfor Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
 Evaluation of performance of Fuzzy C-Means offor
effective medical image segmentation even in the case of data
set with noisy images and[11-20]
 Propose Fuzzy Bee Segmentation for enhancing medical
image segmentation even in anomalous images by
considering neighborhood information and thus improve the
classification of brain images.[21]
B. Enactment Assessment Of Trapping And Improving
For Alzheimer’s Disease
The Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) data set
is used for experiments conducted in this study. This Wavelet
texture features are extracted from the images. Boosting and
Bagging,K Nearest Neighbor and Naïve Bayes algorithms
arethe classifiers used for evaluating their performance in
classifying data for Alzheimer’s disease[21-31].

I. INTRODUCTION

II. METHODOLOGY

The Classification is fundamental in applications like in
the retrieval systems of medical imaging. This classification
tries to get a learning algorithm for the construction of a
classifier with class labels (Yang, J., & Deng, T 2013). A
classifier normally assigns a class label to examples. The
building cataloging model (Categorize) contains
preprocessing as well as removal of graphic articles from the
tagged images (i.e. practicing set).The classifier proposed
classifies MRI images for examination of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). The extraction of feature in MRI image is done
using wavelet transform and the MRI images are segmented
and classified into normal and abnormal by the Fuzzy Bee
based Bagging and Boosting classifier.[1]to[10]
The main objective of the research is
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The Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS)is the
scheme for creation the Magnetic Resonance Imaging data of
the brain set to the methodical communities. The initial set of
OASIS of the MRI data is included in about 400 demented
and non-demented individuals in the adult lifespans
(Lapuyade-Lahorgue, J et al 2017). This data includes the
MRI data that is longitudinal of 150 people ranging between
the age of 60 and 96 that included about 64 of them having
mild AD that was clinically diagnosed. The OASIS had a
screening process which included a patient information as
well as MRI acquisition along with 2 clinical tests for
assessing the cognitive performance of the subject which
includes Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) and Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE). The former is an elaborate and
time-consuming test that has discerning even mild dementia
(Khadidos, A et al 2017) and the latter is a common
questionnaire in which a score of 27/30 is taken as normal
(Marcus et al 2010). A CDR score of 0 shows there is no
dementia but higher scores mean severity of the same.[ 31]
If it is used for analysis of theimage, the wavelet transform is
calculated by applying a separable filter bankto theimage
according to equation (1) (Akgül et al 2009):
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based on the estimation of conditional density and probability
of class prior, which is a test data point and the probability of
the posterior class. A main issue in the Naïve Bayes method
is the estimation of conditional density. This classifier makes
the assumption that the specific feature’s value is not related
to the value of the others and the equation (3) proves this (Li,
B. N et all 2016):
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In which * denotes 2-dimensional complication,↓ denotes the
down-sampling of dimension by a factor, and H a low pass
filter, G is high pass filter. A,an approximation image is
obtained by a lowpass filtering in two directions, and detail
coefficients Hn, Vn, and Dn are derived by great pass filtering
in more than one direction. A feature extracted from the
wavelet coefficients is the average energy of each detail
image which is a sum of squares of the detail image
normalized for the entire coefficients in the image[34-40].
(1)
Bagging is on the basis of bootstrapping as well as
aggregating concepts. The former is a random sampling that
is based on a sampling of replacement (Busch et al 2002). So,
by taking a replicate of
bootstrap X

b



X

b
1

(3)
The Naive Bayes classifier also applies the Bayes' theorem
with independent and strong assumptions. This is also
termed as the “independent feature model”. In simple terms,
the Naïve Bayes classifier makes the assumption that either
the presence or the absence of other features. Even in cases
where the features are dependent on the other existing
features the Naïve Bayes classifier takes into consideration
all the properties that contribute independently to the
probability[28-30]. Results: These experiments have been
conducted by using image samples of OASIS data set and the
results are duly compared with other techniques. Table 1
depicts the results of the accuracy of classification of both
boosting and bagging.Table 1 Results of Classification
Accuracy of Boosting and Bagging

, X 2b , . . ., X nb  (that is a

Techniques

random selection replacement) of the training
set X 

 X 1 , X 2 , . . ., X n  , it has to be avoided to get

lower misleading objects of training in the training set of the
bootstrap. So a classifier is constructed based on a training
set that has the better performance. The aggregation is the
combination of classifiers[19-22]. Most often a combined
classifier gives better results than that of the individual
classifiers.
For Bagging, both bootstrapping and aggregating are
used: (Tallapragada, V. S et all 2016).Boosting,however,
combines weak classifiers and poor performance for getting a
classification rule with an improved performance.
A memory based model for being fit is the k-Nearest
Neighbor classifier(kNN). The test point x(test) is considered
and training points in a training set Y in which
Y={y1,y2,…,yn} in case the training set contains n points. So
for the test point, the k training points of training set Y have
been found to have a close distance to x(test). x(test)which is
classified by using k neighbors’ majority votes. In case the
features are real-valued, the Euclidean distance is made use
of in the feature space and is shown in equation (2)
(Skurichina et al 2002):

di  yi  x(test )

(2)
In whichi denotes specific index of the points in the
training set. The k-NN pattern classifier is an effective
learner of the domains of recognition of general patterns.
Their appeal is owing to the simplicity of concept and easy
implementation[23-27].
The Naive Bayes is a method of classification which is
very popular and based on the Bayes theory. It is further
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Classification Accuracy

Naïve Bayes

0.8556

kNN

0.8627

Bagging

0.919

Boosting

0.912

The Bagging algorithm improved classification accuracy
by 7.1453% than Naïve Bayes and by 6.3198% than kNN.
The boosting algorithm improved classification accuracy by
6.3815% than Naïve Bayes and by 5.5559% than kNN.
A. Performance Evaluation of Fuzzy C-Means For
Medical Image Segmentation
Here, the wavelet articles, the FCM, the improving and the
tapping methods have been described for segmentation of
medical image. The Fuzzy C Means (FCM) suggested is an
approach used widely for segmenting the medical images
even though it is taken as image intensity and so the
outcomes that are not adequate turn out to be noise-filled.
The classifiers like bagging and boosting are common in
resampling the ensemble. They can also create and merge
many classifiers by using the same learning model for the
base classifiers[31-33].
Methodology:
The images are denoted in the feature spaces in which the
FCM makes a classification of images by clubbing identical
data points as clusters. This takes place by means of iterative
minimization of the cost functions that rely upon the distance
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of the pixels and the cluster centers in the feature domain
(Cao X et al 2016).
The Mock code for the fuzzy c- means is as below:
1. Setting of the number of groups along with their centers.
2. Computing of the association rank of all the data ideas.
3. Apprising of the group centers.
4. Reiterating the stages 2 and 3 till impartial occupations
reach a smallest.
This is the basis of the minimization of the impartial
functions in the equation (4):

J   i 1  j 1 uijm || xi  c j ||2 1  m  
N

Figure 1 Classification Accuracy of FCM Segmentation

C

(4)

In which m denotes a real number that is bigger than 1,
the degree of membership of

xi

in cluster j,

xi

uij

the ith of

c

d-dimensional data that is measured, j the d-dimension
center of clusters, and ||*|| is the norm denoting the similarity
between the assessed data and center.
The performance of Fuzzy partitioning by an iterative
optimization of an objective function given, with updating of
membership

uij

and cluster centers

cj

as in equation (5, 6):
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The iteration is terminated if the equation (7) is as
below:

max ij | uij( k 1)  uij( k ) |   (7)

In which θ is a form of termination amid 0 and 1 when k is
the stage of iteration. This method joins into a limited least or
the burden point J m .
The Fuzzy c-means has some disadvantages, it is efficient
in terms of health MRIs of brain but not efficient in
anomalous images which are edemas and brains with tumors.
The FCM handles intensities of the pixel and does not
consider characteristics of the neighborhood. The center for
random cluster, process of choosing the FCM forces the
process for getting jammed in the limited targets with ease.
The possible answers come over techniques of optimization.
The objective function values and their solutions are called
optimal solutions.
Results: Figure 1 shows results of classification
accuracy of FCM Segmentation.

D. Fuzzy Bee Segmentation - Metaheuristic Approach
For The Medical Image Segmentation Problem
The segmentation of Fuzzy bee is used for better accuracy
by bagging and boosting.
Methodology: The Artificial Bee Colonies are a additional
new model of universal optimization built by Karaboga. It is
inspired by the honey bees’ foraging activity. From this very
inception, the Artificial Bee Colony is employed broadly and
effectively in many issues of optimization[34-35].

N

m
i
i 1 ij
N
m
i 1 ij

Figure 1 shows that the FCM Segmentation-Bagging
algorithm improved classification accuracy by 2.01% than
Boosting, by 1.25% than Bagging and by 1.32% than FCM
Segmentation-Boosting.

In the ABC, all locations of food sources indicate certain
issues when the nectar’s quantity indicates value of fitness.
Inside the hives, three types of bees are present: the
employed, the onlooker and the scout bees. The number of
employed and onlooker bees is equal to the quantity of the
present solutions in the population of solutions. The ABC
contains a set of cycles. For each cycle, there are three
components. 1) ensuring the employed bees move to the
source of food and assessing the nectar quantity. 2) onlooker
bees choosing food sources. 3) defining the scout bees and
exploring fresh sources of food.
First, ABC creates an original population that is arbitrary
for NP solutions, D dimensional vectors and D is the
optimization variable quantity (Balasubramani & Marcus
2013).
For creating the first solution for i th employed bee, the
equation (8) is used.
j
j
j
xij  xmin
 rand (0,1)  ( xmax
 xmin
)

(i  1,......., N p and j  1,...., D)
j

8

j

In which the xmin and xmax denotes the minor
bound and the higher bound of jth element of solution zi , j .
As soon as the initialization is completed all the
employed bees go in search of the neighborhood for sources
of food in their memory and future change it by equation (9).

uij  xij  ij *(vij  xkj )

(i, k  1,...., N p , i  kand j  1,..., D)
(9)
The Employed bees
update memory with the
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answers that are novel in case the value is enhanced or the
older answers are taken and their trajectories are increased by
1 and this implies that the answers are not rightly improved.
As soon as all the engaged bees dismiss the procedure of
search and this knowledge is joint with that of the spectator
bees. All the onlooker bees are lead to the bases of food with
a chance pi according to the equation given (10):

pi 

fiti

(i  1,..., N p ) (10)

Np

 fit
k 1

k

As soon as the sources are selected the onlookers get
the potential locations of thefood source from the memory by
using equation (9). As in the case of employed bees, the
onlookers make an evaluation of the novel situations and also
contrast the aptness with those in their memory. If the new
one has the same value than that of the earlier ones the
ancient ones are replaced with new answers. If not, the
earlier answers are duly upheld and the trails are increased by
1.
As soon as all the onlookers update their solutions the one
that has the highest trail value is taken. Once the solution’s
trail goes beyond a particular limit, the solution is abandoned
and the working bee changes into a spy bee which arbitrarily
gives newer solutions by equation (6) and also differences
capability of new answers and also the ancient ones. In case
the new answers are better than the elder ones they will be
substituted and the trace value will be reset to 0. The spies are
malformed into working bees.
This process is repeated till the extreme number of series
MCN is reached. The Optimal solutions are indicated by the
bees that have higher values of fitness.
B. ABC-FCM
In the initial stages, the ABC-Fazzy c-mean algorithm
makes use of the worldwide searches in ABC for searching
for answers that are optimal as the early grouping hubs for
the Fazzy c-means. Next, the algorithm proposed uses the
Fuzzy c-means for optimization of the early centers of
grouping and also to capture the global optima. [41]
The ABC-FCM brings about an randomly dispersed
populace of the SN answers in which the SN denotes the
working or onlooker bees and their size. So the bees here
represent the cluster centers. All the solutions xi(i = 1,2.....
SN) are the vectors that are D-dimensional that have D as the
optimization variable quantity. The food sources indicate the
solutions to this issue that is optimized when the nectar
quantity of the sources of food correlates to the particular
solutions. This is shown in Equation (11):

1
1
(11)

1  fi 1  J m (U , V )
In which J m (U, V) denotes the impartial function
of the Fazzy c-mean. The lesser the J m (U, V) value the

operation is given by equation (12) (Kalavathi, P., & Priya,
T 2016):
j
j
j
xij  xmin
 rand [0,1]( xmax
 xmin
)

(12)
The ABC-FCM is a search procedure that is robust; the
exploitation and exploration are both concurrently
performed. The algorithm’s global searches mainly depend
on the search procedure that is arbitrary by the scouts and the
production of neighbor solution of the onlooker bees. So the
ABC-FCM is an optimization technologythat is effective and
this merges the exploitation (the limited examines) with the
investigation (the global searches).
The procedure shown below defines the stages that
are followed by the ABC-FCM technique:
1. Set the variables of ABC and FCM so thatthe population
size SN, the maximum cycle number MCN, and the cluster
number C, m,  ;
2. Set the matrix of membership U;
3. Create an initial population (the cluster centre) cij
andevaluate the fitness of the population;
4. With:
a. Cycle=1,
b. s=1,
c. Providing fresh solutions uij for the employed bees and also
evaluate them,
Employing of greedy selection procedures for the employed
bees,Computing of probability values Pi for the solutions uij,
5. Providing of fresh solutions uij for the onlookers from the
solution cij chosen based on Pi and also valuate them,
6. Employing a greedy selection procedure for the onlooker s,
7. If the searching time around the employed bees is greater
than the specified limit and the improved solutions have not
been discovered, the position vectors can be reset arbitrarily
according to Step b.
8. If the values of iteration are higher than the iterations’
maximum quantity (i.e. cycle>MCN), and the output
isthemost optimal cluster center. If not, go to Step a.
9. Updating of the membership matrix
cluster centers

. Updating of

vikt ;

10. If max i , k | ik  ik |  , then stop. If not, return to
t

t 1

Step 5 and stop if the criterion is fulfilled.
Results: For this section, an FCM segmentation that uses the
boosting as well as the bagging methods and also the Fuzzy
Bee segmentation with these two methods are evaluated here.
The Table 2 shows the classification accuracy results for both
boosting and bagging.

fiti 

greater the separate aptness and the result of grouping is also
better. [35-39]
In the ABC-FCM, if a location cannot get enhanced
by a set of cycle quantity, the foodstuff source is taken to be
uncontrolled and if that source is xi, then, a novel food source
is found by the scout for being substituted with x i. This
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Table 2 Results of Classification Accuracy of Fuzzy Bee
Segmentation
Techniques used

Classification
Accuracy

FCM Segmentation- Boosting

91.84

FCM Segmentation – Bagging

93.06
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Fuzzy

Bee

Segmentation

-

94.29

Boosting

[3]

Fuzzy Bee Segmentation Bagging

95.92
[4]

From the table 2, it can be perceived that this method
increased classification accuracy by 4.34%, 3.02% & 1.71%
when compared with Fazzy C-Means SegmentationBoosting, Fazzy C-Means Segmentation - Bagging and
Fuzzy Bee Segmentation - Boosting methods.

[6]

[7]

III. CONCLUSION
Bagging and boosting are the most popular methods of
resampling ensemble that generate as well as combine a
variety of classifiers that use similar learning algorithms for
the base classifiers. The boosting algorithms are stronger
than that of the bagging in terms of noise free data. The
boosting method brings down the errors of weak learning
algorithms that generate the classifiers which are better than
the random guessing. The OASIS dataset is utilized for the
sample images for conducting experiments. Both bagging
and boosting perform better than other classifiers. The results
proved that the accuracy of classification improved when
compared to other classifiers.
Segmentation is considered to be an important step
in the image analysis and the computer vision and is a
research area even though the literature available is dense.
The spatial information being incorporated into the FCM’s
objective function gives successful results for both a robust
and an effective segmentation of images that are noisy.
Both the methods are used for this. The results show
the FCM Segmentation-Bagging algorithm has an improved
accuracy of classification by about 2.01% than that of
Boosting, by about 1.25% than that of Bagging and by about
1.32% than that of FCM Segmentation-Boosting. The Fuzzy
Bee Segmentation Bagging method had an increased
accuracy of classification by about 4.34%, 3.02% & 1.71% in
comparison to the FCM Segmentation- Boosting, the FCM
Segmentation - Bagging and the Fuzzy Bee Segmentation Boosting methods.
 Evaluation of the performance of the bagging and boosting
classifiers to classify the MRI images as normal and
anomalousfor Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
 Evaluation of performance of Fuzzy C-Means offor
effective medical image segmentation even in the case of data
set with noisy images and[11-20]
 Propose Fuzzy Bee Segmentation for enhancing medical
image segmentation even in anomalous images by
considering neighborhood information and thus improve the
classification of brain images.[21]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
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